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Anonymous: Whiteboard Detection System and Applications

Whiteboard Detection System and Applications
Abstract—In this paper, we propose to detect white boards
in the conference rooms, training halls, seminar rooms, board
rooms, or any kind of indoor environment when cameras are
mounted either right in front of the white board or at any
position where white boards are in the field of view of camera.
Keywords—computer vision, machine learning, object
detection, white board detection, video calling, training, classroom

I. INTRODUCTION
Various applications in video conferencing systems need
to detect white boards in the conference rooms such as but
not limited to zooming on the white boards, create white
board as its own frame, make white board as part of the
composite frame, create dedicated snapshot recording of
white boards, or performs any additional image processing
operations on white board such as extracting text from
background or doing the stroke encoding to recreate the
digital storage of white board articulations.
Example outputs of the white board detector are shown
below.

In key terms, the invention is an AI model deployed on
the Poly video endpoints that ingests the incoming room view
as seen by the camera and detects the location of the white
boards by passing frames / images through the AI model
inferencing software.
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The example flow diagram of the White Board Detector
system as deployable on the video end-points looks like the
following:

It is important to mention here that the Kaptivo
technology has an inherent advantage of looking at the white
board instead of detecting it intelligently with mounting
option right on top of the white board looking down and
pointing at it. The camera horizontal field of view may
require more than one Kaptivo camera or may limit the choice
of white board sizes to use. To be precise, one Kaptivo
camera can only support white boards of 6 ft x 4 ft.
However, we believe Kaptivo camera may be doing some
advanced image processing to clearly extract white board
from the background and then also to digitize the contents of
the white boards by stroke coding. In that reference, Kaptivo
algorithms can also be applied on top of the white board
detection proposed in this invention.

All the detections from the AI detection algorithms are
kept in the data structure that holds the coordinates of each
white boards along with their detection confidence. This data
structure is then used as an input to various applications such
as framing, tracking, composing, recording, switching, Poly
Lens reporting, encoding and as such.
The application flow of the white board detector can be
described as the following:

III. ADVANTAGES
Fully AI-based solution. Works with the existing camera
installation, of course, if a dedicated camera installed
opposite to white boards, the quality of white boards captured
and seen by remote participants is improved drastically due
to straight rectangular shot.
The detection itself running locally on the embedded
device, i.e., camera end point. All the cloud-based
connectivity, software-based post-processing of the detection
itself for image quality enhancements, and sharing,
recording, framing, and streaming of white board can be done
on top of the AI-based detections in the application layer.

Training of the White board detection model can be
represented in the following diagram:

II. RELATED SOLUTIONS
Kaptivo White Board camera.
https://kaptivo.com/downloads/kaptivoenterprise_overview_four_pager.pdf
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